Over the last two decades, many exciting variable selection methods have been developed for finding a small group of covariates that are associated with the response from a large pool. Can the discoveries by such data mining approaches be spurious due to high-dimensionality and limited sample size? Can our fundamental assumptions on exogeneity of covariates needed for such variable selection be validated with the data? To answer these questions, we need to derive the distributions of the maximum spurious correlations given certain number of predictors, namely, the distribution of the correlation of a response variable Y with the best s linear combinations of p covariates X, even when X and Y are independent. When the covariance matrix of X possesses the restricted eigenvalue property, we derive such distributions for both finite s and diverging s, using Gaussian approximation and empirical process techniques. However, such a distribution depends on the unknown covariance matrix of X. Hence, we propose a multiplier bootstrap method to approximate the unknown distributions and establish the consistency of such a simple bootstrap approach. The results are further extended to the situation where residuals are from regularized fits. Our approach is then applied to construct the upper confidence limit for the maximum spurious correlation and testing exogeneity of covariates. The former provides a baseline for guiding false discoveries due to data mining and the latter tests whether our fundamental assumptions for highdimensional model selection are statistically valid. Our techniques and results are illustrated by both numerical examples.
Introduction
Information and technology have forever changed the data collection process. Massive amounts of very high dimensional or unstructured data are continuously produced and stored with affordable cost. Massive and complex data and high dimensionality characterize contemporary statistical problems in many frontiers of sciences and engineering. Various statistical and machine learning methods and algorithms have been proposed to find a small group of covariate variables that are associated with given responses such as biological and clinical outcomes. They have been very successfully applied to genomics, genetics, neurosciences, economics, and finance. For an overview of high-dimensional statistical theory and methods, see the review article by Fan and Lv (2010) and monographs by Bühlmann and van de Geer (2011) ; Dudoit and van der Laan (2007) ; Efron (2010) ; Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman (2009) .
Behind machine learning, data-mining, and high-dimensional statistics techniques, there are many model assumptions and even heuristics arguments. For example, the LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996) and the SCAD (Fan and Li, 2001 ) are based on an exogeneity assumption, meaning that all covariates and the residual of the true model are uncorrelated. But, such a random variable, which is the part of response variable that can not be explained by a small group of covariates, is nearly impossible to be uncorrelated with all of tens of thousands of coviariates. Indeed, Fan and Liao (2014) and Fan, Han and Liu (2014) provide evidences that such an ideal assumption might not be valid, yet such an ideal assumption is a necessary condition for model selection consistency (Fan and Liao, 2014) . Even under exogenous assumption, conditions such as restricted eigenvalue condition (Bickel, Ritov and Tsybakov, 2009 ) and homogeneity (Fan, Han and Liu, 2014) are needed in order to have the model selection consistency or oracle properties. Despite their critical importance, these conditions have rarely been verified in practice. Their violations can lead to false scientific discoveries. A simpler question is then, for a given data set, if our discoveries based on data-mining techniques are any better than spurious correlation. The answer depends on not only the correlation between the fitted and observed values, but also the sample size, the number of variables selected, and the total number of variables.
To better appreciate the above two questions, let us illustrate this by a numerical ex- ample. We take the gene expression data on 90 Asians (45 Japanese and 45 Han Chinese) from the international 'HapMap' project (Thorisson et al., 2005) . The normalized gene expression data were generated with an Illumina Sentrix Human-6 Expression Bead Chip (Stranger et al., 2007) and are available on ftp://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/genevar/. We took the expressions of gene CHRNA6, a cholinergic receptor, nicotinic, alpha 6, as the response Y and the remaining expressions of probes as covariates X, which has a dimensionality p = 47292. We first fit an L 1 -penalized least-squares regression (LASSO) on the data with tuning parameter automatically selected via ten-fold cross validation (25 genes are selected). The correlation between the lasso-fitted value and the response is 0.8991.
Next, we refit an ordinary least-squares regression on the selected model to calculate the fitted response and residual vector. The sample correlation between post-lasso fitted and observed responses is 0.9214, a remarkable fit! Is it any better than the spurious correlation? The model diagnostic plot, which depicts the empirical distribution of the correlations between each covariate X j and the residual ε after the LASSO fit, is given in Figure 1 . Does the exogenous assumption that E(εX j ) = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , p hold?
To answer the above two important questions, we need to derive distributions of the maximum spurious correlations. Let X be the p-dimensional vector of covariates and X S be a subset of covariates indexed by S. Let corr n (ε, X T S α S ) be the sample correlation between the random noise ε and X T S α S based on a sample of size n, where α S is a constant vector. Then, the maximum spurious correlation is given by R n (s, p) = max we should compare the maximum absolute correlation in Figure 1 with that of the distribution of R n (1, p). We will provide additional details in Section 5.2
The importance of such spurious correlation was recognized by Jiang (2011), Fan, Guo and Hao (2012) and Cai, Fan and Jiang (2013) . They derived the distribution of R n (1, p) when the data are independently and normally distributed. This is equivalent to the distribution of the minimum angle to the north pole among p random points uniformly distributed on the (n + 1)-dimensional sphere. Fan, Guo and Hao (2012) also use simulations to demonstrate that the spurious correlation can be very high when p is large and grows quickly with s. To demonstrate this effect and to examine the impact of correlation and sample size, we conduct a similar but more extensive simulation study based on a combination of the stepwise addition and branch-and-bound algorithms. We simulate X from N (0, I p ) and N (0, Σ 0 ), where Σ 0 is block diagonal with the first block being 500 × 500 equi-correlation matrix with correlation 0.8 and the second block being the (p − 500) × (p − 500) identity matrix. Y is simulated independently of X and follows the Figure 2 : Distributions of maximum spurious correlations for p = 1000 and s = 1, 2, 5 and 10 when Σ is identity matrix (left panel) or block diagonal (right panel) with first block 500 × 500 equi-correlation matrix with correlation 0.8 and the second block being the 500 × 500 identity matrix. From top to bottom: Left n = 50, 100 and 200.
standard normal distribution. Figure 2 depicts the simulation results for n = 50, 100 and 200. Clearly, the distributions depend on (s, p, n) as well as Σ, the covariance matrix of X, though the dependence on Σ does not seem very strong. However, the theoretical result of Fan, Guo and Hao (2012) covers only the very specific case with s = 1 and Σ = I p .
There are several challenges in deriving the asymptotic distribution of the statistic R n (s, p) as it involves combinatorial optimization. Further technical complications are added by the dependence among the covariates X. Nevertheless, under the restricted eigenvalue condition (Bickel, Ritov and Tsybakov, 2009 ) on Σ, in this paper we derive the asymptotic distribution of such a spurious correlation statistic for both fixed s or diverging s, using the empirical process and the Gaussian approximation techniques as in Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2014a) . As expected, such distributions depend on the unknown covariance matrix Σ. To provide a consistent estimate of the distributions of the spurious correlations, we propose a multiplier bootstrap method and demonstrate its consistency under mild conditions. This enables us to empirically compute upper confidence limit of R n (s, p) and hence decide whether discoveries by statistical machine learning techniques are any better than spurious correlation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses further the concept of spurious correlation and introduces the main conditions and notation. Section 3 presents the main results on the asymptotic distributions of spurious correlations and their bootstrap approximations, which are further extended in Section 4. Section 5 gives two important applications of our results to high-dimensional statistical inference. Section 6 shows numerical studies. The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are provided in Section 7 and the proofs for the remaining theoretical results are deferred to the supplementary material.
Spurious correlation, conditions, and notation
Let ε, ε 1 , . . . , ε n be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with mean zero and variance 0 < σ 2 < ∞, and let X, X 1 , . . . , X n be i.i.d. p-dimensional random vectors with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ = E(XX T ) = (σ jk ) 1≤j,k≤p . Assume that the two samples {ε i } n i=1 and {X i } n i=1 are independent, and write
Then the spurious correlation (1.1) can be written as
when the dimension p and sparsity s are allowed to diverse with the sample size n. Here corr n (·, ·) denotes the Pearson sample correlation coefficient and S p−1 := {α ∈ R p : |α| 2 = 1} is the unit sphere of R p . Due to the anti-symmetric property of the sample correlation under the sign transform of α, we have also 
Note that in (2.1)-(2.3), the restriction α ∈ S p−1 can be removed. Hence, by the scaleinvariance property of R n (s, p), we assume without loss of generality that σ 2 = 1 and Σ is a correlation matrix so that diag(Σ) = I p .
For a random variable X, the sub-Gaussian norm X ψ 2 and sub-exponential norm X ψ 1 of X are defined respectively as
A random variable X that satisfies X ψ 2 < ∞ (resp., X ψ 1 < ∞) is called a sub-Gaussian (resp., sub-exponential) random variable.
The following moment conditions for ε ∈ R and X ∈ R p are imposed.
Condition 2.1. There exists a random vector U such that E(U) = 0, E(UU T ) = I p ,
The random variable ε has zero mean and unit variance and is sub-Gaussian with
The following gives our assumption on the sampling process.
are independent random samples from distributions of ε and X, respectively. For 1 ≤ s ≤ p, the s-sparse minimal and maximal eigenvalues (Bickel, Ritov and Tsybakov, 2009) where |u| Σ = (u T Σu) 1/2 and |u| 2 = (u T u) 1/2 is the 2 -norm of u. Consequently, for 1 ≤ s ≤ p, the s-sparse condition number of Σ is given by
The quantity γ s will play an important role in our analysis.
The following notation will be used. For two sequences {a n } and {b n } of positive numbers, we write a n = O(b n ) or a n b n if there exists a constant C > 0 such that a n /b n ≤ C for all sufficiently large n; we write a n b n if there exist constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 such that, for all n large enough, C 1 ≤ a n /b n ≤ C 2 ; and we write a n ∼ b n and a n = o(b n ) if lim n→∞ a n /b n = 1 and lim n→∞ a n /b n = 0, respectively. For a, b ∈ R, we write a ∨ b = max(a, b) and a ∧ b = min(a, b). For every vector u, we denote by |u| q = ( i≥1 |u i | q ) 1/q for q > 0 and |u| 0 = i≥1 I{u i = 0}. We use u, v = u T v to denote the inner product of two vectors u and v with the same dimension and M to denote the spectral norm of a matrix M. For every positive integer , we write [ ] = {1, 2, . . . , }, and for any set S, we use S c to denote its complement and |S| for its cardinality. Moreover, for every p-dimensional vector u and p × p positive semi-definite matrix A, we write |u| A = √ u T Au. In particular, put
for every α ∈ R p and set 0 Σ = 0 for convention.
Distributions of maximum spurious correlations
In this section, we first derive the asymptotic distributions of the maximum spurious correlation R n (s, p). The analytic form of such asymptotic distributions can be obtained. Since the asymptotic distributions of R n (s, p) depend on the unknown covariance matrix Σ, we provide a bootstrap estimate and demonstrate its consistency.
Asymptotic distributions of maximum spurious correlations
In view of (2.3), we can rewrite R n (s, p) as
is a class of linear functions R p → R. For notational convenience, the dependence of F on (s, p) will be assumed without displaying. We regard α ∈ F as the linear map x → α, x induced by α ∈ S p−1 with |α| 0 = s.
Let Z = (Z 1 , . . . , Z p ) T be a p-dimensional Gaussian random vector with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ, i.e.
The following theorem shows that, under certain moment conditions, the distribution of the maximum absolute multiple correlation R n (s, p) can be approximated by that of the supremum of a centered Gaussian process G * indexed by F.
Theorem 3.1. Let Conditions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. Assume that n, p ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ s ≤ p.
Then there exists a constant C > 0 independent of (s, p, n) such that
where K 0 and K 1 are defined in Condition 2.1, b n (s, p) := log γsp s ∨ log n for γ s as in (2.5), R * (s, p) := sup α∈F G * α and G * = {G * α } α∈F is a centered Gaussian process indexed by F defined as, for every α ∈ F,
In particular, if Σ = I p and s log(pn) = o(n 1/7 ), then as n → ∞,
where a p = 2 log p − log(log p).
Remark 3.1. In Theorem 3.1, the independence assumption of ε and X can be relaxed as
where C > 0 is a constant.
The expression (3.5) indicates that the increment n{ R n (s,
proximately the same as Z 2 (p−s+1) . This can simply be shown from the asymptotic joint distribution of R n (1, p), R n (2, p), . . . , R n (s, p) . The following proposition establishes the approximation of the joint distributions when both the dimension p and sparsity s are allowed to diverge with the sample size n.
Proposition 3.1. Let Conditions 2.1 and 2.2 hold with Σ = I p . Assume that the triplet (s, p, n) satisfies 1 ≤ s ≤ n ≤ p and s 2 log p = o(n 1/7 ). Then as n → ∞,
where t 0 ≡ 0.
When s = 1, it is straightforward to verify that, for any t ∈ R,
This result is similar in nature to (5) in Fan, Guo and Hao (2012) . For a general s ≥ 2, we establish in the following proposition the limiting distribution of the sum of the top s order statistics of i.i.d. chi-square random variables with degree of freedom 1.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that s ≥ 2 is a fixed integer. For any t ∈ R, we have as p → ∞,
where a p = 2 log p − log(log p), G(t) = exp(−π −1/2 e −t/2 ) and g(t) = G (t) = e −t/2 2 √ π G(t). The above integral can further be expressed as
In particular, when s = 2, the last term on the right-hand side of (3.8) vanishes so that
The proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 are placed in the supplemental material (Fan, Shao and Zhou, 2015) .
Multiplier bootstrap approximation
Since the covariance matrix Σ of X is unspecified, the distribution of R * (s, p) = sup α∈F G * α for G * as in (3.4) is unknown and thus can not be used for statistical inference. In the following, we consider the use of a Monte Carlo method to simulate a process that mimics G * , now known as the multiplier (wild) bootstrap method which is similar to that used in Hansen (1996) , Barrett and Donald (2003) and Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2013) , among others.
To begin with, let Σ n be the sample covariance matrix given by
where
variables that are independent of {ε i } n i=1 and {X i } n i=1 , and write
Observe that, given {X i } n i=1 , Z n is a p-variate conditional Gaussian random vector with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ n .
The following result shows that the (unknown) distribution of
, where α 2 n := α T Σ n α.
Theorem 3.2. Let Conditions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. Assume that the triplet (s, p, n) satisfies
Remark 3.2. Together, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 show that the maximum spurious correlation R n (s, p) can be can be approximated in distribution by the multiplier bootstrap statistic n −1/2 R * MB (s, p). Practically when the sample size n is relatively small, the value of n −1/2 R * MB (s, p) may excess 1 which makes it unfavorable as a proxy for spurious correlation. To address this issue, we propose to use the following corrected bootstrap approximation
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, n −1/2 R * cMB (s, p) is always between 0 and 1. In view of (3.10) and (3.12), R * cMB (s, p) differs from R * MB (s, p) only up to a multiplicative random factor |ξ| 2 / √ n, which in theory is concentrated around 1 with exponentially high probability. It can be easily shown that R * MB and R * cMB are asymptotically equivalent, and therefore (3.11) remains valid with R * MB replaced by R * cMB .
Extension to sparse linear models
Suppose that the observed response Y and p-dimensional covariate X follows the sparse linear model:
where the regression coefficient β * is sparse. The sparsity is typically explored by the LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996) , the SCAD (Fan and Li, 2001) or the MCP (Zhang, 2010) . Now it is well-known that, under suitable conditions, the SCAD and the MCP, among other folded concave penalized least-square estimators, also enjoy the unbiasedness property and the (strong) oracle properties (Fan and Lv, 2011) . For simplicity, we focus on the SCAD.
For a given random sample
, SCAD exploits the sparsity by p λ -regularization, which minimizes
, where p λ (·; a) denotes the SCAD penalty function (Fan and Li, 2001) 
for some a > 2, and λ = λ n ≥ 0 is a regularization parameter.
dimensional response vector and ε = (ε 1 , . . . , ε n ) T the n-dimensional noise vector. Without loss of generality, we assume that
T with each component of β 1 ∈ R s nonzero and β 2 = 0, such that S 0 := supp(β * ) = {1, . . . , s} is the true underlying sparse model of the indices with s = |β * | 0 . Moreover, write X = (X 1 , X 2 ), where X 1 ∈ R n×s consists of the columns of X indexed by S 0 . In this notation, Y = Xβ + ε = X 1 β 1 + ε and the oracle estimator β oracle has an explicit form of
In other words, the oracle estimator is the unpenalized estimator that minimizes
Denote by ε oracle = ( ε oracle 1 , . . . , ε oracle n ) T the residuals after the oracle fit, where
Then, we can construct the maximum spurious correlation as in (2.2) except that {ε i } is
We here deal with the specific case of the spurious correlation of size 1 as this is what needed for testing the exogeneity assumption (1.2).
To establish the limiting distribution of R oracle n (1, p), we make the following assumptions.
realizations from a sub-Gaussian distribution satisfying (2.4).
As before, we can assume that Σ = E(X i X T i ) is a correlation matrix with diag (Σ) = I p . Set d = p − s and partition
(4.6)
11 Σ 12 be the Schur complement of Σ 11 in Σ, Condition 4.2. σ min = min 1≤j≤d σ jj is bounded away from zero.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that Conditions 4.1 and 4.2 hold, and that the triplet (s, p, n)
satisfies s log p = o( √ n) and log p = o(n 1/7 ). Then the maximum spurious correlation
where Z is a d-variate centered Gaussian random vector with covariance matrix Σ 22.1 .
Since p λ is a folded-concave penalty function, (4.2) is a non-convex optimization problem. The local linear approximation (LLA) algorithm can be applied to produce a certain local minimum for any fixed initial solution (Zou and Li, 2008; Fan, Xue and Zou, 2014) . In particular, Fan, Xue and Zou (2014) proved that the LLA algorithm can deliver the oracle estimator in the folded concave penalized problem with overwhelming probability if it is initialized by some appropriate initial estimator.
Let β lla be the estimator computed via the one-step LLA algorithm initiated by the LASSO estimator (Tibshirani, 1996) . That is
where p λ is a folded concave penalty, such as SCAD and MCP penalties, and β
Theorem 4.1, we can derive the limiting distribution of R lla n (1, p) under suitable conditions. First, let us recall the concept of Restricted Eigenvalue formulated by Bickel, Ritov and Tsybakov (2009) which is among the weakest assumptions imposed on the design matrix in order to get tight bounds on the prediction errors of the LASSO estimator. 
Theorem 4.2. Assume that Conditions 4.1 and 4.2 hold, the minimal signal strength of β * satisfies min j∈S 0 |β j | > (a + 1)λ for a, λ as in (4.2), and that the triplet (s, p, n) satisfies
s log p κ(s,3+ ,Σ) = o(n) for some > 0 and log p = o(n 1/7 ). If the regularization parameters (λ, λ lasso ) are such that λ ≥ 8 √ s κ(s,3,Σ) λ lasso and λ lasso ≥ CK 0 n −1/2 √ log p for C > 0 large enough, then as n → ∞,
Applications to high-dimensional inferences
This section outlines two important applications in high-dimensional statistics. The first one asks the question if discoveries by machine learning and data mining techniques any better than by chance and the second one validates if fundamental assumption of exogeneity (1.2) holds for high-dimensional statistical inference.
Spurious discoveries
Let q * α (s, p) be the upper α-quantile of the random variable R * cMB (s, p) defined by (3.12). Then, an approximate 1 − α upper confidence limit of the spurious correlation is given by q * α (s, p). By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we have
Let Y i be fitted values using s predictors indexed by S selected by a data-driven technique and Y i be the associated response value. They are denoted in the vector form by Y and Y, respectively. If
then the discovery of variables S can be regarded as spurious, no better than by chance.
Therefore, the multiplier bootstrap quantile q * α (s, p) provides an important critical value and yardstick for judging whether the discovery is spurious. Fan and Liao (2014) shows that the exogenous condition (1.2) is necessary for penalized least-squares or penalized likelihood methods (Tibshirani, 1996; Fan and Li, 2001 ) to have a model selection consistency. They question the validity of such an exogeneous assumption, as it imposes too many equations. They argue further that even when the exogenous model holds for important variables X S , i.e.
Validating exogeneity
3) the extra variables X N (with N = S c ) are collected in an effort to cover the unknown set S -no verification of the conditions
has ever been made. The equality E(Y − X T S β * S )X j = 0 in (5.4) holds by luck for some covariates X j , but it can not expect this holds for all j ∈ N . They propose a focussed generalized method of moment (FGMM) to avoid the unreasonable assumption (5.4). Recognizing (5.3) is not identifiable in high-dimensional model, they impose additional conditions such as E(εX 2 S ) = 0. Despite its fundamental importance to high-dimensional statistics, there are no available tools for validating (1.2). Regarding (1.2) as a null hypothesis, a level α test is to reject the assumption (1.2), when
By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, the test statistic has approximate size α. The P-value of the test can be computed via the distribution of the Gaussian multiplier process R * cMB (1, p). As pointed out in the introduction, the distribution of spurious correlation does not depend very sensitively on Σ. When Σ is a weakly correlated covariance matrix, we can approximate it by the identity matrix, and hence one can compare the renormalized test statistic J n,p = T 2 n,p − 2 log p + log(log p) (5.6) with the distribution (3.6). That is the critical value for test statistic J n,p is
and the associated P-value is given by
Expressions (5.7) and (5.8) provide analytic form for quick validating the validity of the exogenous assumption (1.2).
In practice, ε is typically unknown to us. Therefore, T n,p in (5.5) is calculated using the
. In view of Theorem 4.2, we need to adjust the null distribution according to (4.10). By Theorem 3.2, we adjust the definition of the process Z n in (3.9) by
S S X i, S is the residuals of X N regressed on X S , where S is the set of selected variables, N = [p] \ S and Σ SS denotes the sub-matrix of Σ n containing entries indexed by (k, ) ∈ S × S . From (5.9), the multiplier bootstrap approximation of
6 Numerical studies
In this section, Monte Carlo simulations are employed to examine the finite-sample performance of the bootstrap approximation (for a given data set) to the distribution of the maximum spurious correlation.
Computation of spurious correlation
First we observe that, analogously to (7.21), R n (s, p) in (2.2) can be written as
Therefore, the computation of R n (s, p) requires solving the combinatorial optimization problem
(6.1)
It can be computationally intensive to obtain S for large values of p and s since essentially one needs to enumerate all p s possible subsets of size s from p covariates. A fast and easily implementable approach is to use the stepwise addition (forward selection) algorithm as in Fan, Guo and Hao (2012) and Fan, Han and Liu (2014) , resulting in some value which is no larger than R n (s, p) but avoids computing all p s multiple correlations in (6.1). Note that the optimization (6.1) is equivalent to finding the best subset regression of size s. When p is relatively small, say if p ranges from 20 to 40, the branch-and-bound procedure is commonly used for finding the best subset of a given size that maximizes multiple R 2 (Brusco and Stahl, 2005) . However, this approach becomes computational infeasible very quickly when there are hundreds or thousands of potential predictors. As a trade-off between the approximation accuracy and computational intensity, we propose to use a two-step procedure combing the stepwise addition and branch-and-bound algorithms.
First, we employ the forward selection to pick the best d variables, say d = 40, which serves as a pre-screening step. Secondly, across the d s subsets of size s, the branch-and-bound procedure is implemented to select the best subset that maximizes the multiple-R 2 . This subset is used as an approximate solution to (6.1). Note that when s > 40, which are rare in many applications, we only use the stepwise addition to reduce the computational cost.
Accuracy of the multiplier bootstrap approximation
For the first simulation, we consider the case where the random noise ε follows the uniform distribution standardized so that E(ε) = 0 and E(ε 2 ) = 1. Independent of ε, the p-variate vector X of covariates has i.i. d. N (0, 1) components. In the results reported in Table 1, the ambient dimension p = 2000, the sample size n takes value in {400, 800, 1200}, and s takes value in {1, 2, 5, 10}. For a given significance level α ∈ (0, 1), let q α (s, p) be the upper α-quantile of the maximum spurious correlation (MSC) R n (s, p) in (2.1). For each data set X n = {X 1 , . . . , X n }, a direct application of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 is that
The difference c MB (X n , α) − α, however, characterizes the extent of the size distortions as well as the finite-sample accuracy of the multiplier bootstrap approximation (MBA). Table 1 summarizes the mean and the standard deviation (SD) of c MB (X n , α) based on 200 simulated data sets with α ∈ {0.05, 0.1}. The α-quantile q α (s, p) is calculated from 1600 replications, and c MB (X n , α) for each data set is simulated based on 1600 bootstrap replications. In addition, we report in Figure 3 the distributions of the maximum spurious correlations and their multiplier bootstrap approximations conditional on a given data set X n when p ∈ {2000, 5000}, s ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10} and n = 400. Together, Table 1 and Figure 3 show that the multiplier bootstrap method indeed provides a quite good approximation to the (unknown) distribution of the maximum spurious correlation. For the second simulation, we focus on an anisotropic case where the covariance matrix Σ of X is non-identity, while the condition number of Σ is well-controlled. Specifically, we assume that ε follows the centered Laplace distribution rescaled so that E(ε) = 0 and E(ε 2 ) = 1. To introduce dependence among covariates, first we denote with A a 10 × 10 symmetric positive definite matrix with a pre-specified condition number c > 1 and let ρ ∈ (0, 1). Then the p-dimensional vector X of covariates is generated according
In particular, we take c = 5 and ρ = 0.8 in the simulations reported in Table 2 which summarizes the mean and the standard deviation (SD) of the size c MB (X n , α) based on 200 simulated data sets with α ∈ {0.05, 0.1}. Comparing the simulation results shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , we find that the bootstrap approximation is fairly robust against heterogeneity in the covariance structure of the covariates. 
Detecting spurious discoveries
To examine how the multiplier bootstrap quantile q * α (s, p) (see Section 5.1) serves as a benchmark for judging whether the discovery is spurious, we compute the Spurious Discovery Probability (SDP) by simulating 200 data sets from (4.1) with n = 100, 120, 160, p = 400, β * = (1, 0, −0.8, 0, 0.6, 0, −0.4, 0, . . . , 0) T ∈ R p and standard Gaussian noise Y is the post-lasso estimator using covariates selected by the tenfold cross-validated LASSO estimator. Let s = | S| 0 be the number of selected variables. For α ∈ (0, 1), the level-α SDP is defined as P | corr n (Y, Y)| ≤ q * α ( s, p) . Since the simulated model is not null, this SDP is indeed the type II error. Given α = 5% and for each simulated data set, q * α (s, p) is computed based on 1000 bootstrap replications. Then we compute the empirical SDP based on 200 simulations. The results are depicted in Table 3 .
In this study, the design matrix is chosen in the way that there is a low-dimensional linear dependency in the high-dimensional covariates. The collected covariates are highly correlated when r is much smaller than p. It is known that the collinearity and high dimensionality add difficulty to the problem of variable selection and deteriorate the performance of the LASSO. The smaller the r is, the more severe the problem of collinearity becomes.
As reflected by Table 3 , the empirical SDP increases as r decreases, indicating that the correlation between fitted and observed responses is more likely to be smaller than the spurious correlation. 
Gene expression data
In this section, we extend the previous study in Section 6.3 to an analysis of a real life data set. To further address the question that for a given data set, whether the discoveries based on certain data-mining technique are any better than spurious correlation, we consider again the gene expression data from 90 individuals (45 Japanese and 45 Chinese, JPT-CHB) from the international 'HapMap' project (Thorisson et al., 2005) used in the introduction.
The gene CHRNA6 is thought to be related to activation of dopamine releasing neurons with nicotine, and therefore has been the subject of many nicotine addiction studies (Thorgeirsson et al., 2010) . We took the expressions of CHRNA6 as the response Y and is the lasso estimator and β pl λ is the post-lasso estimator, which is the least-square estimator based on the LASSO selected set.
We depict the observed correlations between the fitted value and the response as well as the median and upper α-quantile of the multiplier bootstrap approximation with α = 10% based on 1200 bootstrap replications in Table 4 . Even though corr n (Y, Y lasso ) = 0.8991 and corr n (Y, Y pl ) = 0.9214, the discoveries appear no better than the chance. We therefore increase λ, which decreases the size of discovered probes. From Table 4 , only the discovery of three probes is above the chance at α = 10%, which are BBS1 -Homo sapiens BardetBiedl syndrome 1, POLE2 -Homo sapiens polymerase (DNA directed), epsilon 2 (p59 subunit), and TG737 -Homo sapiens Probe hTg737 (polycystic kidney disease, autosomal recessive), transcript variant 2. Figure 4 shows the observed correlations of the fitted values and observed values in comparison with its reference null distribution. Table 4 : Sample correlations between fitted and observed responses, and the empirical median and upper α-quantile of the multiplier bootstrap approximation based on 1200 bootstrap samples when α = 10%. We now employ the test statistic (5.5) to test whether the null hypothesis (1.2) holds. We take λ 0 = 0.0674 and compute the observed test statistic T obs n,p = 4.6318. This corresponds Table 4 ). Red solid lines are observed correlations and blue dash-dot lines mark the 90th percentile in (a) and median in (b) of the distributions. Bottom panel: Null distributions for testing exogeneity (1.2) and its 95th percentile (indicated by dash blue line) using bootstrap approximation (4.10) and observed test statistics T obs n,p (indicated by solid red line) based on the residuals of LASSO and SCAD.
to √ n times the maximum correlation presented in Figure 1 . Using the null distribution provided by (4.10), which can be estimated via the multiplier bootstrap, it yields the Pvalue 0.001. Further, using the SCAD gives T obs n,p = 4.1324 and the P-value 0.0164. Both calculations are based on 5000 bootstrap replications. Therefore, the evidence against the exogeneity assumption is very strong. Figure 4 depicts observed test statistics relative to its null distribution.
Proofs
We first collect several technical lemmas in Section 7.1 before proving Theorem 3.1 in Section 3. The proofs of Theorems 3.2, 4.1 and 4.2 are given in the supplemental material (Fan, Shao and Zhou, 2015) , where the proofs of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 can also be found.
Throughout, the letters C, C 1 , C 2 , . . . and c, c 1 , c 2 , . . . denote generic positive constants that are independent of (s, p, n), whose values may change from line to line.
Technical lemmas
The following lemma combines Propositions 5.10 and 5.16 in Vershynin (2012) .
Lemma 7.1. Let X 1 , . . . , X n be independent centered random variables and write x n = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) T ∈ R n . Then for every a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) T ∈ R n and every t ≥ 0, we have
where B v = max 1≤i≤n X i ψv for v = 1, 2 and c B , c H > 0 are absolute constants.
Lemma 7.2. Let Conditions 2.1 and 2.2 be fulfilled. Write
Then there exists a constant C 1 > 0 such that, for every t ≥ 1,
holds with probability at least 1 − 8e −t , where c n (s, p) := s log γsep s ∨ log n. Moreover, for every t > 0,
holds with probability greater than 1 − 2 exp(−c B t) − 2 exp(−c H t), where c B , c H > 0 are absolute constants as in (7.1) and (7.2).
Proof of Lemma 7.2. For every α ∈ F, recall that α Σ = α/|α| Σ with |α| Σ = √ α T Σα.
Then we have
In view of this identity, we define
In what follows, we bound the two terms D n,1 and D n,2
respectively.
Let G be a class of functions
and denote by P X the probability measure on R p induced by X. In this notation, we have
To bound D n,1 , we follow a standard procedure: first we show concentration of D n,1 around its expectation ED n,1 , and then upper bound the expectation. To prove concentration, applying Theorem 4 in Adamczak (2008) implies that there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that, for every t > 0,
holds with probability at least 1 − 4e −t , where σ 2 G := sup g∈G n i=1 Eg 2 (X i ). Under Condition 2.1, it follows from the fact |Σ 1/2 α Σ | 2 = 1 and the definition of · ψ 2 that (7.6) which further leads to σ G ≤ 4K 2 1 √ n for K 1 as in (2.4). In the last term of (7.5), note that
For every ∈ (0, γ −1/2 s ), the argument leading to (7.40) below can be used to prove that
In particular, under Condition 2.1, using Lemma 2.2.2 in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) implies by taking s = (4γ s ) −1 and N = N s that
where c n (s, p) = s log γsep s ∨ log n. Consequently, combining (7.5), (7.6) and (7.8) yields, with probability at least 1 − 4e −t ,
To bound the expectation ED n,1 , we use a result that involves the generic chaining complexity, γ m (T, d), of a semi-metric space (T, d), We refer to Talagrand (2005) for a systematic introduction. A tight upper bound for ED n,1 can be obtained by a direct application of Theorem A in Mendelson (2010) . See, e.g. Lemma 3.2.4 in Vu and Lei (2012) . To this end, note that sup α∈F α Σ ,
and for every α, α ∈ F,
Successively, it follows from Theorem A in Mendelson (2010) and Theorems 1.3.6, 2.1.1 in Talagrand (2005) that
In addition, a similar argument to that leading to (7.7) can be used to show that
Next we study D n,2 . Observe that D n,2 = sup α∈F |n −1 n i=1 α Σ , X i |. Again, we use a concentration inequality due to Adamczak (2008) . Theorem 4 there implies that for
holds with probability at least 1 − 4e −t , where
, a similar argument to that leading to (7.8) gives
For the expectation E D n,2 , it follows from (7.40) with s = (4γ s ) −1 that
For α ∈ F and t > 0, a direct consequence of (7.2) is that P ( α Σ ,X n ≥ t) ≤ 2 exp(−c H nt 2 /K 2 1 ). This, together with Lemma 7.3 and the previous display implies
Together, (7.9)-(7.14) complete the proof of (7.3).
Finally, to prove (7.4), note that | σ 2 ε − 1| ≤ |n −1 n i=1 ε 2 i − 1| +ε 2 n . For t 1 , t 2 ≥ 0, applying (7.2) and (7.1) gives P (|ε n | ≥ t 1 ) ≤ 2 exp(−c H nt 2 1 /K 2 0 ) and
= 4K 2 0 . Consequently, taking t 1 = K 0 n −1/2 √ t and t 2 = 4K 2 0 max(n −1/2 √ t, n −1 t) proves (7.4).
The following results address the concentration and anti-concentration phenomena of the supremum of the Gaussian process G * indexed by F (see (3.4) ). In line with Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2013), inequalities (7.15) and (7.16) below are referred as the concentration and anti-concentration inequalities, respectively.
Then there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that, for every p ≥ 2, 1 ≤ s ≤ p and t > 0,
and sup
Proof of Lemma 7.3. By (2.6), we have R * (s, p) = sup α∈F α Σ , Z and for every α ∈ F, E α Σ , Z = 0 and E α Σ , Z 2 = 1. Consequently, in view of (7.11), inequalities (7.5) and (7.6) follow from the Borell's inequality (Proposition A.2.1 in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) ) and Lemma A.1 of Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2014a), respectively.
Lemma 7.4. Let X 1 , . . . , X m be real-valued random variables satisfying
where a ≥ 1, b j , c j > 0 are positive constants. Then, for all m ≥ 4/a,
Furthermore, suppose that P (|X j | ≥ t) ≤ a exp(−t/c j ) holds for all t > 0 and j = 1, . . . , m.
Then for any m ≥ 4/a,
Proof of Lemma 7.4. Put B = max 1≤j≤m b j . For any T > 0, we have
In particular, this implies by taking
A completely analogous argument will lead to the desired bound under the condition that P (|X j | ≥ t) ≤ a exp(−t/c j ) for all t > 0 and j = 1, . . . , m.
Proof of Theorem 3.1
In view of (3.1), we have
where F is as in (3.2) and α 2 n = α T Σ n α is as in (3.10). By Lemma 7.2, instead of dealing with R n (s, p) directly, we first investigate the asymptotic behavior of its standardized counterpart given by
. random vectors with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ. Let P y be the probability measure on R p induced by y := εX. Further, define the rescale versions of R n (s, p) and R n (s, p) as
The main strategy is to prove the Gaussian approximation of L n by the supremum of a centered Gaussian process G * indexed by F with covariance function
Let Z be a p-variate Gaussian random vector with mean zero and covariance matrix Σ.
Then the aforementioned Gaussian process G * can be induced by Z in the sense that for
The following lemmas show that, under certain moment conditions, the distribution of L n = √ nR n (s, p) can be consistently estimated by that of the supremum of the Gaussian process G * , denoted by R * (s, p) = sup α∈F G * α and L n and L n are close. We state them first in the following two lemmas and prove them in Section 7.4. Lemma 7.5. Under Conditions 2.1 and 2.2, there exists a random variable T * = T * (s, p)
holds with probability at least 1 − C∆ n (s, p ; δ), where c n (s, p) = s log γsep s ∨ log n and
Lemma 7.6. Let Conditions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. Assume that the sample size satisfies n ≥
. Then, with probability at least 1 − C 2 n −1/2 c 1/2 20) where c n (s, p) = s log γsep s ∨ log n.
Let b n (s, p) = log γsp s ∨ log n. Then it follows from Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6 with
that, with probability at least 1
Together with the inequality (7.16), this proves (3.3).
Furthermore, using (3.2), (3.4) and the identity
that holds for any s × s positive definite matrix A, we find that with probability one, (7.21) where for each S ⊆ [p] fixed, the second maximum over α is achieved when α = Σ −1 SS Z S , since for each p ≥ 1 fixed, all the coordinates of Z are non-zero almost surely. In particular, when Σ = I p , the right-hand side of (7.21) is reduced to max S⊆[p] :|S|=s |Z S | 2 and therefore,
happens with probability one. This and (3.3) complete the proof of (3.5).
Proof of Theorem 3.2
We divide the proof into three key steps. The first step is to establish (7.22) using the results on discretization in the proof of Theorem 3.1, and then analyze separately the order of the stochastic terms (7.23) and (7.24).
Step 1. Write Σ = Σ n and recall that γ s = γ s (Σ) is as in (2.5). First, we prove that there exits a (γ s n) −1 -net of F, denoted by F n = F n (s, p), such that log(|F n |) sb n (s, p) and (7.22) where
s ∨ log n withγ s = max(γ s , γ s ), and
denotes the s-sparse condition number of Σ and
with α n = α/ α n and β n = β/ β n .
Proof of (7.22). As in the proof of Lemma 7.5, for every ∈ (0, 1), there exists an -net N
Theorem 2 in Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2014b) to G and G n respectively gives
where ∆ = ∆(N ) = max α,β∈N α T Σ Σβ Σ − α T n Σβ n . By Lemma 7.2, we have for every t > 0,
The last three displays, together with (7.25) imply that, for every ∈ (0, 1) and t > 0,
where c n (s, p) = s log γsep s ∨ log n and the last inequality comes from (7.16). For the lower bound, in view of (7.26), it can be similarly obtained that
Taking F n = N with = (γ s n) −1 proves (7.22).
Step 2. Next, we study ∆ n in (7.24) which is bounded by (7.27) In what follows, we bound the two terms on the right side separately, starting with ∆ n,2 .
For every α, β ∈ F n ,
Using this together with Lemma 7.2 yields, with probability at least 1 − 3n −1/2 c 1/2 n (s, p),
Turning to ∆ n,1 , it suffices to focus on
Applying Theorem 4 in Adamczak (2008) we obtain that, with probability at least 1 − 4e −t , (7.30) where similarly to (7.6) and (7.8),
, another application of (7.1) is that
Using this together with Lemma 7.4 we get
Consequently, combining (7.29)-(7.33) gives, with probability at least 1 − 2n −1/2 c 1/2 n (s, p),
Together, (7.27), (7.28) and (7.34) imply, with probability at least 1 − 5n −1/2 c 1/2 n (s, p),
Step 3. Finally, we study the sample s-sparse condition number γ s in (7.23). For every
For every ∈ (0, 1), in view of the inequality s j=1 p j ≤ ( ep s ) s that holds for all 1 ≤ s ≤ p, there exists an -net of {x → u, x : u ∈ S p−1 , 1 ≤ |u| 0 ≤ s} with its cardinality bounded by {(2 + ) ep s } s . Consequently, it follows from Lemma 7.2 and the previous display that, with probability
for all u ∈ S p−1 satisfying 1 ≤ |u| 0 ≤ s (7.36) and hence, γ s ≤ 3γ s whenever n satisfies n K 4 1 c n (s, p). Assembling (7.22), (7.35) and (7.36) completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
7.4 Proof of Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6 7.4.1 Proof of Lemma 7.5
To prove (7.9), a new coupling inequality for maxima of sums of random vectors in Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2014a) plays an important role in our analysis. We divide the proof into three steps. First we discretize the function space F = F(s, p) using a net, F ε , via a standard covering argument. Then we apply the aforementioned coupling inequality to the discretized process, and finish the proof based on the concentration and anti-concentration inequalities for Gaussian processes.
Step 1: Discretization. The goal is to establish (7.9), which approximates the supremum over a continuous function space F by that over its -net F .
Let the Euclidean space R p be equipped with the Euclidean metric ρ(x, y) = |x − y| 2 for x, y ∈ R p . Subsequently, the induced metric on the space of all linear functions
For every ∈ (0, 1), denote by N (F, ρ, ) the -covering number of (F, ρ). For the unit Euclidean sphere S p−1 equipped with the Euclidean metric ρ, it is well-known that 
from which we obtain
for γ s as in (2.5), and hence
Taking maximum over S ⊆ [p] with |S| = s on both sides yields
Therefore, as long as ∈ (0, γ −1 s ),
Step 2: Coupling. This aims to carry the Gaussian approximation over the discrete set of functions F and to establish (7.41) or its more explicit bound (7.46).
Write F = {α j : j = 1, . . . , d} and let V 1 , . . . , V n be i.i.d. d-variate random vectors such that V i = (V i1 , . . . , V id ) T , where V ij = α j,Σ , y i satisfies that E(V ij ) = 0 and
. By Corollary 4.1 of Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2014a) , there exists a random variable T * d = max 1≤j≤d G j such that, for every δ > 0,
In what follows, we bound the three terms B 1 -B 3 respectively.
First, by Lemma 2.2.2 in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) we have
for v 4 = E(ε 4 ) as in Condition 2.1, leading to
For B 2 , we apply Lemma 9 in Chernozhukov, Chetverikov and Kato (2014b) to obtain
For every integer q ≥ 1, by the definition of the · ψ 2 norm we have 
The last three displays together imply by taking q = 3 that Finally, assembling (7.45)-(7.48) completes the proof of (7.9) by taking = (γ s n) −1 .
Proof of Lemma 7.6
Let S n = n −1 n i=1 X i X T i and write
For ease of exposition, define σ 2 ε = n −1 n i=1 (ε i −ε n ) 2 and for α ∈ R p , let
be the estimator of Var(α T Σ X) = 1. In this notation, D n = sup α∈F | σ 2 α − 1| and
Comparing this with L n in (7.8), it is easy to see that
In what follows, we bound the two terms on the right-hand side of (7.52) separately, starting with the first one.
For every t > 0, let E X (t) and E ε (t) be the events that (7.3) and (7.4) hold, respectively.
In particular, taking t 1 = A 1 log n for A 1 > 0 and t 2 = min[log n, {n/c n (s, p)} 1/2 ] yields P {E ε (t 1 ) c } ≤ 2n −c H A 1 + 2n −c B A 1 and P E X (t 2 ) c ≤ 8 exp[−{n/c n (s, p)} 1/2 ] ≤ 3n −1/2 c 1/2 n (s, p),
where c H , c B > 0 are as in Lemma 7.1. Here, the last step comes from the inequality sup t≥0 te −t ≤ e −1 . On the event E ε (t 1 ) ∩ E X (t 2 ),
c n (s, p) n ≤ 1 2 (7.53) whenever the sample size n satisfies n max{K 4 0 log n, K 4 1 c n (s, p)}. Together, (7.52), (7.53) and the identity 1 − ( σ ε σ α ) −1 = ( σ ε σ α ) −1 ( σ ε − 1)( σ α − 1) + σ ε − 1 + σ α − 1 = ( σ 2 ε − 1)( σ 2 α − 1) + ( σ 2 ε − 1)( σ α + 1) + ( σ 2 α − 1)( σ ε + 1) σ ε σ α ( σ ε + 1)( σ α + 1) imply, on E ε (t 1 ) ∩ E X (t 2 ) with n sufficiently large,
n (s, p). (7.54)
Next, we deal with L n which can be written as sup α∈F n −1/2 n i=1 α Σ , y i , where y i = ε i X i satisfies that, under Condition 2.1, E α Σ , y i 2 = 1 for all α ∈ F and sup α∈F α Σ , y i ψ 1 ≤ 2K 0 K 1 . (7.55)
As in the proof of (7.12), using Theorem 4 in Adamczak (2008) gives, for any t ≥ 0, 7.56) holds with probability at least 1 − 4e −t . For the last term of (7.56), a similar argument to that leading to (7.8) gives, on this occasion with s = (4γ s Here, we used the property that the cardinality of the s -net N of F, denoted by d = |N |, is such that log d s log γsep s . To bound EL n , observe that for every u ∈ R p , sup α∈F | α Σ , u | = sup α∈F α Σ , u .
For W n = n −1/2 n i=1 y i , it follows from (7.40) with s = (4γ s ) −1 that
For every α ∈ F and t > 0, from (7.1) and (7.55) we get
Hence, applying Lemma 7.3 with slight modification gives
Plugging this into (7.56) and taking t = min[log n, {n/c n (s, p)} 1/2 ] there imply, with probability at least 1 − 4 exp[−{n/c n (s, p)} 1/2 ] ≥ 1 − 2n −1/2 c 1/2 n (s, p),
n (s, p) (7.58) whenever the sample size n satisfies n c n (s, p).
Again, on the event E ε (t 1 )∩E X (t 2 ) with n sufficiently large as above for (7.53), the second term on the right-hand side of (7.52) is bounded by some multiple of √ n σ −1 ε |ε n | D n,2 , where D n,2 is as in (7.12). Arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma (7.2) permit us to show that, with probability at least 1 − 2n −1/2 c 1/2 n (s, p), D n,2 K 1 n −1/2 c 1/2 n (s, p).
(7.59)
Further, put S n = n i=1 ε i , V 2 n = n i=1 ε 2 i , such that √ n σ −1 εε n = {1−n −1 (S n /V n ) 2 } 1/2 S n /V n . Then it follows from Theorems 2.16 and 2.19 in de la Peña, Lai and Shao (2009) that for every t ∈ (0, √ n] P √ n σ −1 ε |ε n | ≥ t ≤ P |S n | ≥ t(1 + t 2 n −1 ) −1/2 V n ≤ P |S n | ≥ t(1 + t 2 n −1 ) −1/2 (4 √ 2 + 1) −1 (4 √ n + V n ) + P V 2 n ≤ n/2 ≤ 4 exp(−c SN t 2 ) + exp{−n/(8v 4 )}, where v 4 = E(ε 4 ) and c SN > 0 is an absolute constant. In particular, taking t = A 2 √ log n with A 2 > 0 yields, with probability greater than 1 − 4n −c SN A 2 2 − exp{−n/(8v 4 )},
ε |ε n | log n. (7.60)
Finally, combing (7.52), (7.54), (7.58), (7.59) and (7.60) completes the proof of (7.10).
